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a b s t r a c t 

The importance of architectural knowledge (AK) management for software development has been high- 

lighted over the past ten years, where a significant amount of research has been done. Since the first systems 

using design rationale in the seventies and eighties to the more modern approaches using AK for designing 

software architectures, a variety of models, approaches, and research tools have leveraged the interests of re- 

searchers and practitioners in AK management (AKM). Capturing, sharing, and using AK has many benefits for 

software designers and maintainers, but the cost to capture this relevant knowledge hampers a widespread 

use by software companies. However, as the improvements made over the last decade didn’t boost a wider 

adoption of AKM approaches, there is a need to identify the successes and shortcomings of current AK ap- 

proaches and know what industry needs from AK. Therefore, as researchers and promoters of many of the AK 

research tools in the early stages where AK became relevant for the software architecture community, and 

based on our experience and observations, we provide in this research an informal retrospective analysis of 

what has been done and the challenges and trends for a future research agenda to promote AK use in modern 

software development practices. 

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The field of Software Architecture has matured over a period of 30

ears ( Shaw and Clements, 2006, Clements and Shaw, 2009 ) from the

arly basic concepts from the mid-80s to the ubiquitous proliferation

f the role of a software architect in contemporary industrial prac-

ice. During this time-span, there are two prevailing paradigms that

epresent the essence of software architecture. The initial paradigm

as purely technical and examined architecture in terms of sys-

em structure and behavior with components and connectors, views,

rchitecture Description Languages, Architecture Design methods,

atterns, reference architectures etc. The subsequent paradigm was

ocio-technical and considered architecture from the point of view

f its stakeholders, looking at how they reason and make decisions.

he difference among the two paradigms is simple: the first con-

erns the end result of architecting, as it culminates in the actual
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esign, while the second (usually referred to as Architecture Knowl-

dge Management) concerns how we essentially reached that end re-

ult. The seed ideas for the second paradigm were planted already in

he early 90s ( Perry and Wolf, 1992, Kruchten, 2004 ), but the shift

ssentially started a decade ago ( Bosch, 2004 ), where it is suggested

hat AK is made up of design decisions and design ( Kruchten et al.,

006 ). 

At the core of Architecture Knowledge Management, lies the prin-

iple of considering the architect as a decision maker instead of

omeone ‘drawing boxes and lines’. This development was certainly

elcomed in the professional circles of software engineering and is

ligned with the recognition given to the profession in recent polls

CNN Money 1 listed Software Architect as the 8th top-paying job in

009 and the best job in 2010). However, it was soon realized that ar-

hitecture decision making has been more of an art than a craft ( van

eesch and Avgeriou, 2011, Tang et al., 2010 ). The reasoning process

f software architects is rather ad-hoc and is not supported by typical

oftware engineering processes and tools. Architects tend to base de-

isions on their own experiences and expertise, which in most cases
1 http://money.cnn.com/ 
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are invaluable for providing optimal solutions, but is also prone to bi-

ases and fallacies ( Kruchten, 2011, Stacy and MacMillan, 1995, Tang,

2011, van Heesch et al., 2013 ). Architects are not likely to document

their decisions and rationale, despite the well-established benefits of

doing so. Subsequently consuming architecture decisions and the rest

of the AK is problematic as the knowledge is often incomplete and out

of date. 

The shift from the first to the second paradigm sparked a substan-

tial amount of research to solve the aforementioned problems; and

this has been achieved at least to some extent. We have seen a num-

ber of meta-models that aim at representing architecture knowledge

mostly focused on design decisions and rationale. Several tools have

been developed and validated, with the purpose of supporting stake-

holders to both produce and consume AK ( Tang et al., 2010, Li et al.,

2013, Tofan et al., 2014 ). A few studies have examined the reasoning

process of architects aiming at providing process support that can

systematize the decision making process ( van Heesch et al., 2013 ).

Having reached its first decade of life, it is time to revisit the re-

lated ideas and technologies of AKM and examine how far we have

come and what are the promising future directions. We attempt to

highlight prominent results from the research community but also

present an overview from the state of practice in AKM in software in-

dustry based on interviews. This paper is built upon the previous sur-

vey of AKM tools in 2010 ( Tang et al., 2010 ). In this paper, we updated

our survey of AKM methods and tools in recent years to examine new

trends and developments. We interviewed industry practitioners to

understand recent challenges with regards to the use of AKM. We an-

alyzed the results of the interviews and compared that to the facilities

provided by the latest AKM tools. From this analysis, we suggested the

trends and development in this field. 

The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 , we moti-

vate the need for capturing AK and we highlight the different areas

affected by the knowledge capturing problem. Section 3 revisits the

recent research over the past ten years and compiles a retrospective

view of major AK centric approaches, from the conceptual models to

the research tools produced along this period. In Section 4 , we discuss

the AK challenges and needs of industry using AK through a set of in-

terviews where we have drawn interesting observations of AK usage

and the barriers for AK adoption from several software companies. In

Section 5 , we provide a set of short perspectives and trends for AK

use ranging from the sustainability of AK, education, and the role of

AK for agile development among others. Finally, Section 6 draws our

conclusions from this retrospective analysis along the past ten years

using AK in software architecture approaches. 

2. The needs for capturing architectural knowledge (AK) 

It has been suggested that “if it [an architecture design] is not writ-

ten down, it does not exist” ( Clements et al., 2011 ), making a point

for the importance of architecture documentation. Software architec-

tures are often constructed without documented AK. However, the

intricate knowledge of a system, especially in a large and complex

system easily evaporates if AK is non-documented. The consequences

would be incurring design and implementation issues ( Bosch, 2004 ).

If a simple system is built by only one person, and the system is only

maintained and inspected by the same person, and that person has

perfect memory, the need for capturing AK is probably not there.

However, these assumptions do not hold for most of the non-trivial

modern-day systems. Many potential issues can arise without AK. 

Rittel and Weber observed that developing software is a process

of negotiation and deliberation between many stakeholders. Many

unknowns arise during this process and therefore they suggested

that it is a “wicked problem” ( Rittel and Webber, 1973 ). Shaw and

Clement described the coming of age of software architecture ( Shaw

and Clements, 2006 ). They outlined the maturation process which

includes the development of research tools, internal and external
nhancements, the development of usable tools and processes, and

he popularization and adaptation of processes and technologies.

hese developments may have helped but they have not solved is-

ues that require developing and managing AK. 

The fundamental elements of AK were described by Perry and

olf. They stated that software architecture comprises elements,

orm, rationale ( Perry and Wolf, 1992 ). They emphasized connec-

ions between elements as “glue”. These glues, as represented by

iews, allow designers to connect the architecture elements together.

 software architecture can be neatly described by common architec-

ural patterns or styles ( Harrison et al., 2007, Garlan and Shaw, 1993,

loutier et al., 2010 ), and the application of those patterns constitutes

ome of the most important design decisions ( Harrison et al., 2007 ).

hilst these approaches outlined the essence of architectural knowl-

dge, there was a movement on justifying an architectural design.

pproaches like gIBIS ( Conklin and Begeman, 1988 ), DRL ( Lee and

ai, 1996 ), QOC ( Maclean et al., 1996 ) were developed for capturing

easoning in a design. The common elements in these models were

esign issues, design alternatives, and some form of argumentation.

his movement emphasized that designers need to know the end re-

ults of a design as well as to know the intents and the rationale of

ow a designer arrives at a design. Unfortunately, these models were

ot widely accepted by practitioners. Conklin and Burgess-Yakemovic

xplained that as architecture models and their explanations were

eparate, design rationale can grow into unwieldy of loosely orga-

ized textual information that is difficult to use ( Conklin and Burgess-

akemovic, 1996 ). 

To prevent knowledge vaporization and architectural drift, the

odeling of decision-centric AK re-emerged with Bosch’s suggestion

hat software architecture design decisions lack a first class repre-

entation, and lacking a cross-cutting view ( Bosch, 2004 ). Around

he same time, Burge modeled design rationale with SEURAT ( Burge,

005 ) and Tyree and Akerman showed the advantages of captur-

ng design rationale in their practice ( Tyree and Akerman, 2005 ). A

lethora of works on modeling design rationale and different types

f software AK had emerged. Many of these works argued the various

eeds for capturing AK. The main uses for AK are nicely summarized

y ( de Boer et al., 2007 ), where the four broad categories of uses of

K are sharing, compliance, discovery and traceability. We now have

mple experience of sharing, compliance, discovery and traceability

f AK and are able to apply lessons learned in practice, but also to

ursue open research problems ( Vliet et al., 2009 ). 

.1. Sharing 

Software development is largely a group activity where many peo-

le/stakeholders work together and a shared understanding between

hem is essential ( Fischer and Ostwald, 2001 ). Stakeholders need to

ave a shared understanding of the goals, the requirements, problems

o be solved, the system behavior, how to construct them (i.e. design

nd implementation), and contexts such as assumptions, constraints,

isks, tradeoffs etc. The communication of this knowledge to achieve

 common understanding is difficult, especially involving multidisci-

linary design ( Bonnema, 2014 ). So capturing this knowledge is nec-

ssary ( Babar et al., 2007 ). Creating such shared understanding also

lleviates miscommunication and information overload ( Fischer and

stwald, 2001 ). Perry and Wolf observed that knowledge evaporates

ver time ( Perry and Wolf, 1992 ). Nonaka and Takeuchi observed that

uch knowledge is tacit ( Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995 ). The reten-

ion and communication of knowledge are therefore essential when

arge software systems are maintained over long period of time by

any developers. The need for capturing knowledge is important

lso when software is produced by developers across different geo-

raphic areas and communicating is difficult ( Dutoit et al., 2001 ). Due

o large number of stakeholders and the dispersion of knowledge,

any challenges exist, such as how to share AK and how to reuse AK
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ffectively ( Miksovic and Zimmermann, 2011 ). Clements et al. sum-

arized this situation clearly: “It [documentation] speaks for the ar-

hitect today, when the architect should be doing other things besides

nswering a hundred questions … It speaks for the architect tomorrow,

hen he or she has left the project … ” ( Clements et al., 2011 ). 

.2. Compliance 

AK is a main source to enable evaluation of architecture compli-

nce and suit for purpose. Without captured AK, it is difficult for

eviewers to perform dependency and consistency analysis ( Perry

nd Wolf, 1992 ). AK enables architectural issues to be found. In an

mpirical study, eight issue scenarios such as missing requirements,

onflicting requirements, conflicts between requirements and de-

ign, missing context with profound influence on design were found

hrough analyzing AK ( Tang and Lau, 2014 ). Some systems have long

ife-spans and AK is required for evaluating changes throughout its

perational lifetime ( de Boer et al., 2007 ). Architects may prescribe

rchitectural constraints to a desired level to indicate the desired re-

trictiveness of an architecture ( Perry and Wolf, 1992 ). Additionally,

rchitecture principles are AK that provides basic guidelines for ar-

hitecture design under different circumstances. For instance, loose

oupling, modularity and information hiding are some of the prin-

iples that can be used in a design ( Vogel et al., 2011 ). Such speci-

cation draws boundaries for a design and dictates its compliance.

K can help architects identify constraints to evaluate the viability of

mplementation ( Berg et al., 2009 ). AK supports architecture impact

nalysis. It allows architects to identify architectural elements that

re affected by a change scenario ( Li et al., 2013 ). A software architec-

ure has many invisible qualities and these are not reflected in a single

rtifact. The compliance of an architecture design to achieving some

uality requirements can be exhibited in AK through evaluations and

eviews ( de Boer et al., 2007 ). 

.3. Discovery 

Architectural design is a continuous discovery process. It requires

 designer to discover requirements, contexts, design decisions and

roject elements concerns ( Kruchten et al., 2005 ). With this infor-

ation, a design model can be formed by progressing through small

esign coalition, from individual models to coalition formation, and

onsensus team model ( Curtis et al., 1988 ). An architecture model

s formed through examining different aspects of the architecture

iews, allowing discovery of new behavior and scenarios through dif-

erent viewpoints ( Perry and Wolf, 1992 ). Design reasoning plays an

mportant role in software architecture design. It is a discovery pro-

ess through structuring and representing requirements specifica-

ions. Requirements specification consists of rigorous description of

ifferent views, e.g., use case view, context view with underlying do-

ain model, which are helpful for understanding requirements ( Ding

t al., 2014 ). An understanding of these AK then allows reasoning to

appen to uncover new design questions and design alternatives. 

.4. Traceability 

A designer needs to know the contexts and the forces that shape

 design. This activity requires relationships that are usually not ex-

ressly captured, e.g. the relationships between requirements, deci-

ions and implementation. Many have argued that they should be

xplicitly captured ( Ramesh and Jarke, 2001, Han, 2001, IEEE, 1996 ).

here are many advantages for tracing software development arti-

acts. Traceability supports software understandability, it helps locat-

ng relevant AK, enables change impact analysis and facilitates de-

ign assessment ( Jansen et al., 2009 ). Traceability can be performed

n a forward direction, i.e. tracing the requirements to its implemen-

ation or in a backward direction, i.e. tracing the requirements and
esign that are affected by a software component ( Tang et al., 2007 ).

oftware artifacts can change over time, the tracing of the evolu-

ion of software changes allows designers to understand what have

hanged overtime, and help them to review and maintain ( Haumer

t al., 1999 ). 

. Decision-centric AKM approaches: a retrospective analysis 

Many AKM approaches have been developed over the last decade

hat aim at supporting one or more of the aforementioned general

sages of AK (i.e. sharing, compliance, discovery, traceability) in a

ractical manner. An ongoing debate has been what exactly AK en-

ails and what type of AK is valuable to which purpose. Each AKM

pproach typically uses its own set of knowledge elements and rela-

ionships, which are expressed in a meta-model. The knowledge cod-

fied in models complying with these meta-models is typically used

y tooling associated with the AKM approach to support one or more

sages of AK. In the remainder of this section, we investigate how

K concepts and usages of AK have evolved over the last decade. In

ection 3.1 , we describe the evolution of the AKM concepts and iden-

ify three distinct generations. In Section 3.2 , we evaluate the associ-

ted tooling for each generation. 

.1. An overview of main AK models 

Every AKM tool proposed so far (see ( Tang et al., 2010 ) for an

verview of most widely known AKM tools) has an associated repos-

tory to store and manage AK. In fact, one of the key differentiating

actors among the AKM tools is the data model of the corresponding

epository. Such data models define the architectural constructs and

heir relationships with each other, and thus represent architecture

esign knowledge that is used or generated during software archi-

ecture design and analysis. A data model can help organizations to

efine and obtain data on various aspects of their architectural as-

ets and design rationale during the software architecture process.

oreover, a data model is one of the earliest artefacts produced and

ssessed in any effort of developing an appropriate AKM tool sup-

ort. In this section, we provide an overview of a reference AK Model,

SO/IEC/IEEE 42010 ( ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2010 ), for describing software ar-

hitecture, as this standard also provides a data model characterizing

he constructs that need to be captured for documenting software ar-

hitecture design decisions and their rationale. Then we discuss some

f the main data models that have been developed for AKM tools re-

iewed in ( Tang et al., 2010 ). 

One of the major developments in the area of building and vali-

ating meta-models for characterizing AK came in the shape of the

tandards for describing system and software engineering architec-

ure (ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 ( ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2010 )). The standard provided

 meta-model comprised of the entities and their relationship for

escribing system and software architecture. The meta-model pro-

ided by ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 purports to provide guidance for the

rocess of describing system and software architectures. However,

any researchers started using the meta-model for designing and

mplementing repositories for AKM tools; some researchers also used

hat meta-model for validating their existing or new meta-models

or AKM. The standards’ meta-model consists of stakeholders, system

oncerns, environment and architecture. Architecture is described in

erms of architecture description, which consists of system elements,

elationship between system elements, principles of the system de-

ign, and principles that guide evolution of system over its life cycle.

he model comprehensively covers different aspects associated with

rchitecture description which can also be considered as AK. Since

he 42010 standard was developed after several series of discussions

ith researchers and practitioners and extensive consultations of lit-

rature, the meta-model of ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 captures most of the

ey concepts and relations provided by several data models designed
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for developing tools for AKM. Recently, researchers have started cus-

tomizing and using the meta-model provided by (ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010)

as the data model for designing and developing new sets of AKM tools

or evaluating the existing ones. There is a growing advocacy against

the need of developing new meta-models that can act as reference

or core models for characterizing AK in general. The diversity in the

currently available meta-models of AK has shown that a uniform ap-

proach cannot cover all AK variability; instead custom solutions need

to be devised in order to cater for the specialized needs of either re-

searchers or practitioners. Therefore instead of looking for the ‘one

and only’ AK metamodel, we advise researchers to extensively and

empirically validate the existing AK meta-models based on the orga-

nizational practices of AKM. 

Aligned with the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard a number of meta-

models have emerged over the past ten years to describe the con-

nection between design decisions and other software artifacts and

also, how decisions can be represented. Among these meta or data

models we can find PAKME ( Babar and Gorton, 2007 ), which has

been built upon Data Model for Software Architecture Knowledge

(DAMSAK) ( Babar et al., 2006 ) that is a customizable model to char-

acterize the data required to capture architecture knowledge in or-

der to improve the quality of the software architecture process and

products. The architecture knowledge constructs are specified at

two levels: organizational level, where the constructs characterize

generic architecture knowledge, and project level, to describe spe-

cific architecture knowledge. Some of the key constructs that char-

acterize AK according to DAMSAK are Architecturally Significant Re-

quirements, Scenarios, Concrete Scenarios, Analysis Model, Patterns,

Design tactics, Architecture decisions, Design options, and Design

rationale. 

Another approach that proposed data model for characterizing de-

sign decisions was AREL ( Tang et al., 2007 ) in which Architecture

Elements (AE) considered as a part of architecture design. An AREL

meta-model comprises elements of the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 model el-

ements such as architecture model, system concern, architecture ra-

tionale and some viewpoint information. Its focus is on explaining

and tracing an architecture design. A plug-in was developed using a

commercial architectural management tool called Enterprise Archi-

tect. This approach was mainly focused on rationale-driven approach

to design. 

Jansen et al. developed an AKM tool suite, entitled Knowledge

Architect, which involved the development of several data models

to characterize AK ( Jansen et al., 2009 ). The tool suite is based on

an essential data model focusing on the concepts of Knowledge En-

tities and Artifacts. This essential data model is extended to rep-

resent different types of AK, used for different purposes within

different plug-ins of the tool suite: a Word plugin specializes the spe-

cialized data model for AK in documentation focusing on Decisions,

Concerns, Alternatives ( Jansen et al., 2009 ), exactly as 42010 defines

these concepts; an Excel plug-in specializes the data model for AK

in quantitative analysis focusing on Quality Attributes, System Pa-

rameters and Analysis Functions ( Jansen et al., 2008 ). Both plugins

and corresponding data models were developed as part of an indus-

trial project on analysis and documentation in the radio astronomy

domain 

2 . Based partially on the experience on developing and using

the Knowledge Architect in practice, Manteuffel et al. developed the

Decision Architect 3 , a tool supporting a documentation framework

of architecture decisions ( Manteuffel et al., 2014 ). The data model

of the Decision Architect is based on the documentation framework

that is comprised of five different viewpoints on documenting deci-

sions (van Heesch et al., 2012a, 2012b) , according to the guidelines of

ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 ( ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2010 ). In contrast with other data
2 In collaboration with ASTRON, http://www.astron.nl 
3 http://decisions.codeplex.com 

b  

p  

t  

A

odels of AKM tools, the Decision Architect defines a different data

odel for each viewpoint, catering for the needs of each specific set

f stakeholder concerns; for example the Decision Relationship view

ocuses on the types of relationships between decisions, as well as

he states of decisions and how decisions are grouped. The Decision

rchitect reuses many of the concepts of ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010, while

he meta-model of each view extends the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 meta-

odel with few new concepts; for example the decision relation-

hip view is based on the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 concept of Architec-

ure Decision and adds the concepts of Relationship and Relationship

ype. 

Another meta-model characterizing AK for developing tool sup-

ort was provided by Capilla et al. 2006 ( Capilla et al., 2006 ).

heir architecture design decision meta-model consisted of sev-

ral entities that were also part of the IEEE1471 standard for de-

cribing systems and software architectures as well as the data

odels underpinning several contemporary tools at that time. The

rchitecture design decisions meta-model included entities like Ar-

hitecture, Decision (which are composed of Style, Pattern, Varia-

ion point which are themselves entities) They also had entities like

unctional and Non-functional Requirements, Stakeholder, and de-

ision model. They demonstrated the use of the meta-model for

eveloping an AKM tool called, Architecture Design Decision Sup-

ort System (ADDSS), which was a web-based tool and there have

een several updates and releases of ADDSS based on the same

eta-model. Coincidently that meta-model is also quite aligned

ith new standards (ISO/IEC/IEEE42010) for describing software

ystems. 

The meta-models and models for characterizing AK appeared (ex-

ept ISO/IEC/IEEE42010) in the reports purported to present the AKM

ools that were built using those meta-model and models. For exam-

le, the models underpinning ADDSS appeared in 2006, while the AK

odel used for PAKME was reported in 2007. Around the same time,

he AREL had been reported. These three models were developed

rom 2004 to 2006 and were not subsequently extended. The work on

he AK model underpinning the Knowledge Architect was carried out

rom 2005 to 2007. The Knowledge Architect has several metamod-

ls, each for a specific third-party tool like MSWord and MSExcel; all

uch meta-models are unified in a central meta-model modeled with

rotégé. During that time (20 04–20 07), the meta-model in the stan-

ard for describing software architecture IEEE 1471 was evolving to

ulminate in ISO/IEC/IEEE42010 around 2010–2011. 

Since all these models characterizing AKM were derived by the

lose-knitted community that had been actively working on AKM

etween 2004 and 2013, there are several similarities among these

odels despite being developed independently. For example, there

re several common concepts, albeit syntactically named differently,

ike decisions, design options, rationale, concerns, views, and stake-

olders. Of course, each of the abovementioned models also has

everal distinct entities to characterize the diversity and focus of

he tools developed based on each of the AK models. The Deci-

ion Architect is a Plug-in of a commercial modeling tool, Enter-

rise Architect. It has been implemented using the meta-model de-

cribed in (van Heesch et al., 2012a, 2012b) , which is in turn based

n the metamodel of ISO/IEC/IEEE42010 ( Manteuffel et al., 2014 ).

his is one of the newest AKM tools that appeared in 2014, and

ade use of the commonly accepted (by that time) meta-model

f ISO/IEC/IEEE42010.. Whilst it is clear that there are (and will al-

ays be) different AKM models that serve different needs and pur-

oses for AKM in different contexts, there is an increasing need

f empirical validation of the benefits and effectiveness of differ-

nt AKM models so that the needs for unique AKM models can

e established and empirically justified. Such validation will also

rovide commercial tools builders more confidence for leveraging

he AKM models for building new tools or features for support

KM. 

http://www.astron.nl
http://decisions.codeplex.com
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.2. Generations of AK management tools 

In addition to the design rationale approaches discussed in Section

 , over the past ten years there has been a significant body of research

n the software architecture field to incorporate architectural design

ecisions as first-class elements. A detailed comparison and discus-

ion of the first tools for AK management can be found in our earlier

ork ( Tang et al., 2010 ). We suggested a framework to compare the

ools around a set of processes aimed to capture, reason, share, and

se architectural knowledge from the producer and consumer per-

pective and mainly focused on the previous reference model IEEE

471–20 0 0 ( IEEE, 20 0 0 ). As the research on design reasoning and

rchitectural knowledge has improved significantly in terms of new

ools, meta-models and approaches using AK, it is time now to pro-

ide a retrospective view of the period 2004–2014. We will discuss

he AKM tools around three generations using the AK producer and

onsumer model and the processes that suit for both categories of

takeholders. 

First generation (20 04–20 06): In this period the first AKM tools

ere developed independently of each other, and the creators of

ach tool didn’t know in some cases about each other’s works.

n the beginning, most of the tools focused on the representation

nd knowledge capturing problem using templates list of attributes

ike those based on Tyree and Akerman’s seminal work ( Tyree and

kerman, 2005 ). During the period, the following five tools (RAT,

rchium, AREL, PAKME and ADDSS) were developed. 

One of the earliest tools incorporating design rationale was the

AT (A Rational-based Analysis Tool) from ( Wolf and Dutoit, 2004 ),

hich integrates requirements with rationale information to cap-

ure the alternatives, assessments, arguments and justifications as

odel negotiations. RAT supports collaborative aspects for multiple

takeholders during the analysis activity and it provides traceabil-

ty during the creation of different models where the rationale is

aptured. RAT relies on an adaptation of the QOC (Question-Option-

riteria) model for handling the reasoning and knowledge behind

he creation of the aforementioned analysis models. The Archium

ool ( Jansen and Bosch, 2005 ) focuses on capturing and maintain-

ng requirements, decisions and architecture descriptions using a

omain-specific language, that enable, for instance, detecting incom-

atible decisions. Similar to RAT, Archium provides some basic rea-

oning mechanism aimed to detect incompatible decisions. ADDSS

Architecture Design Decision Support System, 2006) ( Capilla et al.,

006 ) and PAKME (Process-based Architecture Knowledge Manage-

ent Environment, 20 06–20 07) ( Babar and Gorton, 2007 ) are similar

ools for managing, capturing and documenting design decisions us-

ng a Web platform. While ADDSS uses a Web interface to capture re-

uirements, decisions, and coarse-grained architectural elements and

heir links between them and the decisions themselves on the basis of

 decision view for software architecture ( Dueñas and Capilla, 2005 ),

AKME relies on an open source groupware platform (i.e., Hipergate)

hich captures requirements, decisions, and architectures and estab-

ish trace links like ADDSS but with special focus on quality attributes

nd scenarios. The last tool of this period is AREL (Architectural Ratio-

ale and Element Linkage, 2007), developed by Tang et al. ( Tang et al.,

007 ) as a plug-in on top of the Enterprise Architect tool and captures

rchitecture descriptions linked to their design decisions and design

ationale at the same time the software architect depicts the design

sing UML descriptions. Functional and non-functional requirements,

s relevant design concerns, are also captured to motivate the de-

isions. AREL uses Enterprise Architect, so the collaboration is sup-

orted by the EA model sharing. As a summary of the first generation,

ll these tools have put the basis for the second generation tools more

ocused on the sharing aspects between the relevant stakeholders. 

Second generation (2007–2010): This second period focuses

ore on the sharing aspects of AKM and some basic personaliza-

ion mechanisms rather than in capturing and representing AK. As
nowledge sharing has been considered relevant by some authors, we

an highlight the following research tools (i.e., Eagle, ADkwik, SEU-

AT, The Knowledge Architect and ADDM). 

Eagle ( Farenhorst et al., 2007 ) is an architectural knowledge shar-

ng platform that uses a blackboard architecture for effective knowl-

dge sharing. Eagle states some desired properties for knowledge

haring such as: stakeholder-specific content, easy manipulation of

ontent, knowledge codification and personalization, and collabora-

ive groupware aspects. In order to support these properties, Eagle

rovides blogs and wikis to capture and organize the architectural

nowledge and provide collaborative and communication facilities

mong users, RSS feeds to notify the stakeholders about the deci-

ions, text mining as a personalization mechanism, and expert find-

ng facility to easily find colleagues based on experience, interests or

rojects they work. The second tool Adkwik ( Schuster et al., 2007 )

s a web-centric collaborative system and uses a Wiki to capture,

rganize, and share software architecture design rationale. ADkwik

upports the collaborative work of software architects making easy

o share the knowledge about architectural design decisions across

roject boundaries. ADkwik can handle design issues and design de-

isions with their alternatives, and provides a user interface for the

ecision identification, decision making, and decision enforcement

n a development team. The domain model of ADkwik supports the

ollowing four functional building blocks: collaboration features, de-

endency management, decision workflow and content repository . AD-

wik has knowledge acquisition and presentation capabilities similar

o PAKME but enhances the collaborative aspects. The Software Us-

ng RATionale (SEURAT) tool ( Burge and Brown, 2008 ) is an Eclipse

lug-is that supports rationale capture and use and integrates the

ationale with the source code. SEURAT supports different ways to

resent the rationale and includes an Argument Ontology that con-

ains a hierarchy of quality attributes to evaluate the pros and cons of

he arguments. Requirements are also included in the rationale and

rguments for and against alternatives. SEURAT provides traceability

upport of functional and non-functional requirements to decisions

nd to code. The Knowledge Architect (2008) is a tool suite devel-

ped by ( Jansen et al., 2008 ) for capturing, sharing and managing AK.

he tool suite is based on a client-server pattern and offers a number

f different client tools: a plug-in for Microsoft Word and a plug-in for

xcel that enable capturing (by annotation) and use of AK within soft-

are architecture documents and spreadsheets respectively; a tool

or visualizing and analyzing the traceability relationships between

nowledge Entities; a source code analysis tool for extracting archi-

ecture knowledge from Python programs. The heart of the tool suite

s the server, an AK repository which provides various interfaces for

he client tools to store and retrieve AK, and interoperates with third-

arty tools. Each client tool uses its own AK metamodel, and all AK

tored in the repository can be linked with appropriate traces thus

upporting sharing and traceability of AK. Chen et al. (2010) are the

reators of the ADDM tool (Architecture Design Decision Manage-

ent, 2010), which is not tied to a particular ADD model and cen-

ered on customizable mechanisms and solutions that can be adapted

or different users in order to organize and manipulate better AK. The

ustomizable features of ADDM, such as a personalized AK reuse fa-

ility or customized storage, increases user satisfaction and provides

 more flexible tool. Some extensions to the tools have made, such

s for instance basic customization and reuse mechanisms incorpo-

ated into ADDSS version 2.0 ( Capilla et al., 2008 ) as well as timers in

ersion 2.1 to measure the capturing effort of the decisions and RSS

eeds to keep users aware of the changes in the decisions and tailor

K to different stakeholders . 

Third generation (2011–2014 ): In this latest period the available

ools supporting the creation and management of AK focus now on

he collaborative aspects, reuse of AK, fuzzy decision-making and

ssessment facilities to advice on the creation and use of architec-

ural knowledge. Nowak and Pautasso (2013) developed the Software
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Fig. 1. Evolution of AKM research tools since 2004 (those marked with “∗” are still alive or used). The x-axis represents the time while the y-axis doesn’t have any particular 

meaning for the tools grouped around generations. 
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Architecture Warehouse ( SAW ) ( Nowak and Pautasso, 2013 ), as a

web-based tool that supports distributed architecture design teams,

in line with some tools of the second generation. However, SAW in-

duces synergy effects between knowledge reuse and remote collab-

oration to have feedback about the implications and constraints of

a design decision and improve the quality of the decisions made by

reaching a collaborative consensus. SAW captures, manages, shares,

analyzes reusable AK and is capable of handling multiple decision

models. Knowledge sharing is achieved through a Wiki style, while

a basic fuzzy decision model that rely on Positive, Negative and Open

statuses is also supported. Lytra et al. ( Lytra et al., 2013 ) built AD-

vISE (Architectural Design Decision Support Framework) which is

designed to support the modeling of reusable architectural design

decisions using the QOC method and taking into account a certain de-

gree of uncertainty during the decision-making process. The ADvISE

tool can create reusable ADD models and generate questionnaires for

making actual decisions based on new questions. An additional tool,

called VbMF (View-based Modeling Framework) is used in conjunc-

tion with ADvISE to provide the C&C (Component & Connector) ar-

chitectural view model and the necessary trace links between design

artifacts and the decisions. An AK transformation engine enacts the

transformation from actual decisions to design views and using recur-

ring pattern primitives as reusable AK. Manteuffel et al. have devel-

oped the Decision Architect 4 ( Manteuffel et al., 2014 ) built on top of

Sparx Systems’ Enterprise Architect (EA), by using the experience and

lessons learned from the Knowledge Architect tool suite ( Jansen et al.,

2008 ). The Decision Architect documents decisions in a user-friendly

and efficient way as Enterprise Architect models and seamlessly trace

them to other architectural design elements. The conceptual frame-

work of Decision Architect uses five different viewpoints (van Heesch

et al., 2012a, 2012b) to support all stakeholders concerns involved

in the creation of the architecture using design decisions and de-

sign rationale and to evaluate the right alternatives based on require-

ments, qualities and other influencing forces. The tool was developed

in cooperation with ABB, in order to integrate a decision documenta-

tion tool into an existing modeling platform, thus allowing architects

to use the same tool that they use to create models, diagrams and

views of the architecture, to document the decisions that constitute

these artifacts. This narrows the gap between architecture documen-

tation and architecture decision documentation. Decision Architect

was successfully used within ABB and is still being used in different

projects, while it became available as Open Source to the wider com-

munity. Tang and Lau (2014) provide a certain degree of assessment
4 Available as Open Source at http://decisions.codeplex.com/ 

a  

e  

b  
sing AREL’s associations feature to evaluate manually software ar-

hitecture issues on behalf of the traceability facility of the tool. Our

ast tool is provided by Tofan and Galster (2014) . It is a web-based

pen source online tool that uses the Repertory Grid technique. The

GT tool supports decision capturing, decision analysis and architec-

ural group decision making. The tool supports prioritization of con-

erns using the hundred-dollar approach (i.e., assigns a number be-

ween 1 and 100 to reflect the importance of the concern). The tool

upports a chronological viewpoint to describe the changes of the de-

isions over time and dependencies between decisions. In Fig. 1 we

how the evolution of AKM tools. 

Summary of AKM research tools : The majority of the effort to

et the basis of AK management in support of architectural design

ecisions has been realized in the period 2004–2010, where the first

esearch tools where developed and the ISO/IEC 42010 arrived. As a

ummary of the major capabilities supported by the aforementioned

esearch tools we provide in Table 1 , a list of the existing features

ccording the roles assumed by the different stakeholders of the AK

roducer-consumer model ( Feilkas et al., 2009 ). In this model, the

ole of AK producers focus on the synthesis and sharing of AK using

eneric and context knowledge, while AK consumers retrieve, evalu-

te and learn from the AK. In Table 1 , if a tool poses a particular capa-

ility it is marked with “X”; while the symbol “—” means an absence

f that capability. Those tools that exhibit partially a certain capabil-

ty are marked with “P”, which means that a particular tool partially

upports such capability. 

From the activities of AK producers and consumers (e.g., capture,

hare, reuse, assess, etc.) we evaluated the selected AK tools based

n eleven (11) generic AKM features. All the tools examined support

apturing AK (CAP) while the majority of them are focused on AK

anagement (MGM) in the sense that a tool can, at least, capture,

tore, maintain and document the design decisions alongside with re-

uirements and design artefacts using appropriate trace links. Tools

ased on Web and Wiki technologies can provide sharing capabilities

SHA) while all the tools examined produce some kind of documen-

ation (DOC) of the AK stored. The evolution of the AK is considered

 key feature in the tools of they provide some kind of versioning or

ecision history mechanisms (EVO) while reuse of AK is rarely seen

REU) and it often consists of some kind of retrieval facility of the

esign decisions or design patterns captured. The reasoning capabil-

ty (REA) refers to any basic inference mechanism that automatically

an, for instance, detect inconsistencies (e.g., RAT or Archium), state

ew questions (AdvISE) or perform some fuzzy reasoning (SAW). In

ddition, only one tool provides uncertainty (UCT) support, which for

xample can consist of the usage of fuzzy reasoning mechanism often

ased on positive or negative evaluation of the questions or decisions

http://decisions.codeplex.com/
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Table 1 

A comparative list of features of AK research tools from the producer-consumer perspective. 

Tool CAP MGM SHA DOC EVO REU REA UCT COL PER ASS 

1st generation 

RAT X P – P – – X – X X 

Archium X P – X – – P – – – –

PAKME X X P X X – – – P – –

ADDSS X X P X X – – – P – –

AREL X P – X X – – – X – P 

2nd generation 

Eagle X X X X P – – – X X –

ADkwik X X X X P X – – X – –

SEURAT X P – P – – P – – – X 

KA X X – X – – – – X P P 

ADDM X X X X P X – – X X –

ADDSS 2.0/2.1 X X P X X P – – P P –

3rd generation 

SAW X X X X – – P X X – P 

ADvISE X X X X – X P – X – X 

Decision Architect X X X X X – – – X P P 

RGT X P X X X – – – X – X 

Legend : CAP (Capture), MGM(Management), SHR(Share), DOC(Document), EVO(Evolution), REU(Reuse), 

REA(Reasoning), UCT(Uncertainty), COL(Collaborative), PER(Personalization), ASS(Assessment), X (Capability 

supported), P(Capability partially supported), –(Capability not supported) . 
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tated. In addition to the sharing mechanisms, we found collabora-

ive (COL) and personalization (PER) mechanisms that extend basic

nowledge sharing features to specialized group of users. Collabora-

ive features enable several users to work concurrently with the tool

epository, at least to a certain extent. Finally, the assessment (ASS)

apability refers to those cases where quality attributes can be used

o assess the most suitable decisions or when the decisions evaluated

ay influence a particular non-functional requirement. The trend ex-

ibited by some of the most recent AKM tools in favor of advanced

ollaborative and reasoning capabilities reflects the need of software

rchitects to stimulate new questions and discussions around the de-

isions. New collaborative aspects are useful for distributed teams

hen a consensus is required and for group decision making (GDM).

s Table 1 shows, part of the discussion and assessment capabilities

an be based using uncertainty as a reasoning mechanism, as it has

een proven helpful in those cases of incomplete information. The

ifficulty to reuse (REU) AK is one of the reasons why only few tools

rovide limited support. While reusing codified AK in the form of

ell-known design patterns and corporate knowledge is achievable,

he reuse of recurring decisions cross similar projects becomes harder

nd requires an initial investment and a guidance model, such as sug-

ested in ( Zimmermann et al., 2008 ). 

. AK in industry: challenges and needs 

There are a great many varieties of ways in which software can

e developed. The organization of a software project can range from

 single person to thousands of developers spread across geographic

ocations over long periods of time, or somewhere in between. There

re also many development life-cycle methodologies. Some devel-

pers and development teams choose to follow one methodology

trictly, some choose a hybrid method, or some may just-do-it with-

ut adopting any methodology at all. The capturing and sharing of AK

nder these different circumstances vary greatly. In this section, we

nalyze the current state of the AK modeling practice by conducting

nterviews with practitioners from different companies. We analyze

he barriers to the adoption of AK, and the complexity of implement-

ng AK in different industrial environments and contexts. We finally

escribe some variations of AK use in different software development

ontexts, such as global software development practices, agile and

ean approaches, and AK in open source projects among others. From

he various research works ( Tang et al., 2010, Malavolta et al., 2013 ),
e see that there is a demand to capture AK in certain circumstance

ut we do not see an emerging approach. Therefore, we highlight the

articularities using AK in other development approaches compared

o the more traditional architecting practice. 

.1. AKM practice in industry 

To understand the state of the AKM practice, we conducted six in-

epth interviews with architects from industry, some of them belong-

ng to a large worldwide corporation. All architects had over five years

f experience, work in sizeable development environments, and have

orked on at least two different systems in different business con-

exts. The interviews aimed at getting a general understanding of how

rchitects use AK and AK tools in their environments, whether they

apture and use AK systematically or not, and how they view the val-

es of AK. Each architect was asked nine questions, which came out of

n iterative brainstorm from the authors. The interviews were voice

ecorded. Based on these recordings a textual summary was formu-

ated as answer to each question in a spreadsheet, which was used

o identify common patterns. In short, we asked the following nine

uestions: 

Q1: What type of architectural knowledge (AK) do you document

and keep? (AK examples are requirements, design, decisions,

diagrams, drawings and design notes, design patterns etc.) 

Q2: Do you know of any ISO standard or any models to capture

AK? What, if any, do you use? 

Q3: What is the most useful architectural documentation? (AK ex-

amples are requirements, design, decisions, diagrams, draw-

ings and design notes, design patterns etc.) How often do you

use each of them? 

Q4: What AK did you capture in your last project? What for-

mat was the knowledge stored in? How did stakeholders find

them? 

Q5: Do you capture AK consistently in all projects, or do they differ

for each project and why? 

Q6: Is it worthwhile to capture AK for the organization? Why and

why not? 

Q7: What would have been worthwhile to have captured, but you

did not have it when you needed it? 

Q8: Are you aware of any tools to share and manage the AK? 
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Q9: What features do you expect from a tool to capture and main-

tain AK? 

In general, respondents capture requirements and func-

tional/logical views of the system as AK ( Q1 ). Requirements, if

captured, are documented in Word files, whereas the architecture

views are typically made in PowerPoint/Visio, which are comple-

mented with a describing text in a document or wiki. The views

are typically based on loose interpretations of UML semantics, as

exemplified by one respondent; “We use UML but not adhere to its

standards. As long as we can communicate with each other, we are fine .”

This confirms earlier research findings on the rather loose use of

UML semantics in practice ( Lange et al., 2006, Petre, 2013 ). 

Most of the respondents are aware of the existence of ISO/IEC

42010, but are not making use of it nor any other systematic architec-

ture documentation approach ( Q2 ). This might explain why we get

a rather diverse picture when asking what the most useful architec-

tural documentation is ( Q3 ). One respondent stated: “The main docu-

mentation we do is API ”, where as another respondent took a more

distant perspective: “The pictures that show how the different parts

fit together, i.e. the components and how they fit together, a functional

breakdown ”. A third respondent went even further stating; “struc-

tural modeling information, design decisions, requirements, quality at-

tributes, and the traces between them ”. Hence, what is regarded use-

ful is rather different for the respondents. One reason might be the

lack of use of standards, the other the different needs in different

contexts. 

Unsurprisingly, the AK captured by the respondents is not uni-

form either ( Q4 ). One respondent said: “We capture AK in the form

of diagrams. We capture data and event flow. We use Visio and high-

level description. We publish on Wiki pages ”, another responded with:

“The last one we created functional descriptions in a word files, which

was really useful ”, and a third said: “design decisions models, quality

attributes, structural architecture models (components and decomposi-

tions). The knowledge was stored in UML models and text in a (Word)

document”. The only observation we can make from the data is that

the correlation between what AK is found useful and what is actually

captured seems rather strong. 

Most respondents adjust their AK capture based on the context of

their development work ( Q5 ). As one respondent describes: “I would

say that each project is different. It has to be a decision of the team and

the stakeholders. What is necessary and what is important. On smaller

projects the overhead if it is only being used by one customer/project.

But if you do something global that should be repeatable then it is im-

portant .” Hence, the AKM is rather ad-hoc and experience based, and

scaling the AK capture (and the associated overhead) is a concern. 

AK is regarded as important by all the respondents for their or-

ganization ( Q6 ). All stress the importance of knowledge transfer of

AK and the need to capture it somehow. As one respondent puts it:

“Architecture design is the blueprint of the system. People get the defini-

tions of the system. Otherwise it is by word of mouth and can disappear ”.

However, the AK capture in practice is far from complete or perfect,

as the same respondent remarks: “Even then, we often have to talk to

the original designers to get clarifications. ”

The knowledge, people find worthwhile to have captured, but

didn’t have ( Q7 ) relates to two types of knowledge; design rationale

and the architecture design. For the latter, one respondent said: “The

history of the previous generation, which is not documented at all, as it

started 25 years ago ”. Another respondent reacted with: “Sometimes

we don’t have the high-level design diagrams to explain how the com-

ponents work together. It was not obvious by reading the code ”. For the

former, the design rationale, one respondent stated: “For some design,

there was no explanation of why it was designed in a certain way “, an-

other said: “Most of the times what was missing are two things: traces

between requirements and models and linked to that the decisions that

belong to that. For most projects this is missing ”. Hence, it seems you
rst need to have an architecture design description, before people

are about having the rationale of the design. 

Some respondents have tried various AKM tools ( Q8 ), but faced

ome challenges in maturity and sharing/integration capabilities pre-

enting usage. For example, one respondent said: “We did not use AK

ools because once we started, they are not compatible with other me-

ia, and we cannot easily transfer data from one tool to another ”. One

espondent on what AKM tool he has used; “The big one thing is the

ecision architect, although it is not ready for primetime ”. 

Features respondents expect from a tool to capture and maintain

K ( Q9 ) mostly touches upon the clarity/familiarity of the underlying

oncepts to all receivers and the ease of use. For example, one respon-

ent formulated his wishes for AK tooling as; “easy to use, and easy to

nderstand for someone who doesn’t use it every day. At least that is my

roblem with models ”. Another respondent stated: “It should be sim-

le. It should be as simple as possible and reliable. ” Hence, simplicity is

egarded an important property of an AK tool to succeed. 

Overseeing the results of our interviews, we have a glimpse that

ystematic AKM has not gained full traction in the industry yet. This

esult is somewhat expected with the many other software industry

ractices that we observed, and various studies on the use of AK mod-

ling that indicate practitioners do not systematically document AK

 Malavolta et al., 2013, Petre, 2013 ). 

From our results, we see that a certain architectural documenta-

ion maturity is required before rationale capture makes sense. Not

urprising, is the need to tailor the AK captured to the particular con-

ext in which the architect operates. However, how to perform this

ailoring is a key question for the adoption and practice in the in-

ustry. Another challenge is the need for a highly integrated, easy-

o-use, and shared AKM tool that can be tailored to a particular sys-

em/project context. 

.2. Barriers and adoption of AKM technologies 

The previous findings are not surprising. Recent studies within

pen source software (OSS) and other development shops indicate

hat people do not capture AK as much as we think ( Ding et al., 2014 ).

here are good reasons by which many organizations do not perceive

aluable capturing architectural knowledge for their business goals.

oday, there are many socio-organizational and technical levels dis-

ouraging its use as the adoption of an AKM strategy is rarely seen or

idden by companies because none of the existing commercial soft-

are modeling tools can provide effective AKM support. In the soft-

are development lifecycle (SDLC), the key design decisions should

e captured in the early stages of the design process alongside with

equirements and design artifacts. Hence, software architects become

he key actors for capturing and using the relevant AK as they are

onsidered the primary decision makers of the software architect-

ng activity. There are many important reasons by which software ar-

hitects and developers should capture AK as a first-class entity and

apital knowledge for any organization. From our experience and ob-

ervations in the development and use of five of the research tools

iscussed in Section 3.2 , we summarize below the main reasons by

hich, we believe AK should be captured and used. 

• Avoid knowledge vaporization : The problem of knowledge getting

lost because experts leave an organization or are reassigned to

a different department is a major concern for any organization

( Bosch, 2004 ). Hence, the challenge to convert the tacit AK into

explicit and documented AK ( Tofan et al., 2011 ) is a good reason

by which this knowledge should be captured alongside other soft-

ware artifacts. 
• Understand the ripple effect of decisions : Capturing the relevant de-

sign decisions and establishing the trace links between them help

to estimate better the impact on other decisions when one or sev-

eral decisions change. 
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• Identify and track the root causes of changes and estimate better the

impact analysis : The definition of appropriate trace links between

requirements, decisions, and design artifacts bridge the gap be-

tween analysis and design and help to identify the root causes of

a change in code or estimate better the consequences in design

and code from changes in (volatile) requirements. 
• Share decisions among the relevant stakeholders : Not only the

software architects but other relevant stakeholders such as cus-

tomers, business managers, end-users, and developers can bene-

fit of knowledge sharing practices when key design decisions are

made along the software development process. This is crucial in

GSD (Global Software Development) where the distributed teams

worldwide need to be aware about what other decision makers

do. 
• Understand the evolution of the system : Capturing the decisions

and their alternatives as a decision history ( Capilla et al., 2011 )

or decision chronology (van Heesch et al., 2012a, 2012b) can help

revert to the original considerations in case of bad decisions and

to understand the evolution of the system and the decisions as

well. 
• Understand the underpinning reasons of decisions and build on expe-

rience : In team decision makings, novice software engineers can

benefit from senior architects if the rationale and the underpin-

ning reasons of the decisions made are stored. Hence, new deci-

sions can be made based on past (good or bad) experiences. 
• Identify critical decisions and runtime concerns : Some decisions are

more important than others and in many critical and real-time

systems it should be possible to identify those critical modules

in the architecture when a module fails, and hence identify the

decisions that led to the creation of such design artifact or piece

of code. Tracking runtime decisions ( Capilla et al., 2011 ) is a new

challenging feature not yet supported by current AKM tools. 

Although the reasons described before for the adoption of AK

re important for any software organization, it seems that a broader

doption beyond the current research on AK is still in its infancy.

owadays, organizations are still not using AK in their current soft-

are development practice (with some exceptions, e.g. ( Manteuffel

t al., 2014 )) while only few case studies and experiences report data

n the field. Consequently, we discuss the barriers (numbered as Bn

elow) that inhibit capturing and use of AK and we relate these bar-

iers to the responses to the questions provided from the interviews

see Section 4.1 ). 

• B1. Lack of motivation or incentive : The relevant stakeholders in-

volved in the development of a system do not perceive useful ( Lee

and Kruchten, 2007 ) or valuable for the organization capturing AK

(WHY capture AK) for several reasons: lack of appropriate tools to

manage and (re)use AK, experts are afraid to store their own ex-

pertise, or lack of time and budget ( Tang et al., 2006 ). For instance,

this barrier reflects responses to questions Q6, Q7 and partially Q8

as the stakeholders need to perceive values for capturing the rele-

vant AK. For instance, some of participants said that AK tools were

not compatible with other tools and that deterred them (answer

to Q8). 
• B2. Lack of adequate tools : Often AK is not captured because the

lack of adequate tools. In many cases the extra effort s are re-

quired during design not a single tools can do modeling and stor-

ing AK. Sometimes software architects do not know HOW to cap-

ture knowledge, and which is the best approach to represent and

retain the key design decisions and organize the knowledge, (e.g.,

list of items using Templates, a Wiki, and Ontology). This barrier is

reflected by responses to questions Q8 and Q9 regarding adequacy

of tools to systematize and make easy AK use and management. 
• B3. WHAT to capture: Software architects often do not know what

knowledge is relevant and valuable to be captured, as well as

how to capture it ( Harrison et al., 2007 ). Research tools provide
interfaces to capture a long list of items which discourage design-

ers to spend time to store all the items for the design decisions,

in particular for large projects. In addition, because trace links,

requirements, design artifacts and the decisions are worth stor-

ing, but not all the research tools provide such capabilities. There-

fore, there is a need to achieve a consensus on what is relevant

to capture and what is not. The need to define what to capture is

reflected by the responses to questions Q1–Q4, as there are differ-

ent ways to represent and capture AK and each organization must

define how much AK is needed and how to document it. 
• B4. Effort in capturing AK : Managers and designers do not often

perceive valuable spent effort and resources capturing the rele-

vant design decisions, producing additional documentation and

maintaining the decisions captured with the links to other soft-

ware artifacts. The efforts or costs necessary for capturing the de-

cisions and AK are immediately realized and they occur during

the different phase of the software development lifecycle ( Capilla

et al., 2008 ). However, the benefits of capturing AK are not some-

thing that is immediately recognized and easily justifiable. The ef-

fort spent during the knowledge capturing process is also related

to Q4, as each project and stakeholders may need different AK

types. Some of the participants recognized the value for captur-

ing UML models and other capturing relevant knowledge in Word

documents. 
• B5. Disrupting the design flow: Architects are immersed into the

creative flow of designing and are not willing to disrupt it for

simply documenting their decisions and rationale ( Harrison et al.,

2007 ). Thus they defer documentation until later in the project

timeline, at which point they may be pressed on time or don’t

remember anymore the details of their decision making. Ques-

tion Q5 is related to barrier B5 as the timeline and project de-

velopment approach may drive the amount of AK captured for

each type of project. Some participants highlighted that different

projects may require different effort levels for capturing AK such

as capturing decisions systematically. 
• B6. Lack of stakeholder understanding : The relevant stakeholders

not only need to know why AK is of value (see first bullet point).

They need to understand the implications of AK and their stakes in

the system. Often, this requires the architect to transform the AK

into a suitable form for someone with a (software) engineering

domain background. The last barrier relates to questions Q1–Q3,

and different AK types and ways to represent these will make the

captured AK useful and manageable for a particular organization

for maintenance or training. 

As a remedy for the barriers that hamper the use of AK, we recom-

end a set of factors to reduce the lack of motivation that causes in-

ibits stakeholders and organizations from capturing the key design

ecisions. Some of the remedies encompass a set of smaller remedies

r concrete tasks that can be done to overcome the aforementioned

arriers. Among all the possible remedies (numbered as Rn below)

e highlight the followings: 

• R1 . Encourage and convince the stakeholders : Not only software ar-

chitects but also software maintainers could benefit from stor-

ing key design decisions for the following reasons: revert from

wrong decisions, understand the evolution of the system, esti-

mate change impact analysis, control the ripple effect of deci-

sions that change, understand the rationale of the decisions made,

the alternatives considered, and in summary how the system was

built when experts are not available. This remedy addresses bar-

riers B1 and B6. 
• R2. Systematize the knowledge capturing process: If managers and

software architects are convinced to capture AK, they can provide

a systematic process and mentality in the organization to help

stakeholders to capture, share, and use the key design decisions

in all development phases. The systematization of the AK to be
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Table 2 

Internal and external factors that influence positively or negatively the use of AK. 

Stakeholders Internal factors External factors Solutions 

Positive Negative Positive Negative 

End-users 

business 

managers 

Share decisions Don’t trust the 

utility of AK 

Reduce the budget 

for software 

maintenance 

Lack of budget; 

No time for AK 

Increase budget; 

Convince managers that 

maintenance will be more efficient 

and less costly overall 

Software architects Share decisions; 

Understand evolution; 

Understand reasons; 

Identify critical decisions; 

Quality decisions; 

Understanding what to capture; 

Prevent knowledge vaporization 

Lack of motivation; 

Afraid to share 

own expertise; 

Afraid to be 

challenged on 

decisions 

Effort to create 

extra trace links 

Learn from other 

experts; 

Reuse AK from 

other projects 

Lack of tools; 

Lack of time; 

Effort required 

Convince software architects on the 

utility to document and use AK; 

Provide adequate tools; 

Adjust project schedule; 

Systematize the AK process; 

Provide adequate tools; 

Establish right design culture 

Convince software architects that 

additional trace links using design 

decisions will ease software 

maintenance and reduce 

maintenance effort 

Software 

maintainers 

Understand the ripple effect; 

Identify toot causes of changes; 

Understand evolution and impact 

analysis 

Effort to maintain 

extra trace links 

Reduce the burden 

of maintenance 

Lack of time; 

Effort required 

Provide adequate tools 

Keep the size of the decisions 

network manageable 
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captured may depend also of the software development approach

taken. This remedy addresses barriers B1 and B5. 
• R3. Lean approaches for capturing AK : Not all AK needs to be cap-

tured. Hence, some proposals suggest capturing only a minimal

subset of items to describe the design decisions and hence, re-

duce the burden of capturing effort during the design process

( Falessi et al., 2013 ). Others suggest reusing generic Architecture

Knowledge such as Architecture Patterns that already provide a

rich documentation of the context, the problem, the solution, the

consequences of the solution, the relations to other patterns etc.

( Harrison et al., 2007 ). Patterns concern some of the most im-

portant design decisions, so reusing the pattern documentation

to capture the knowledge of the corresponding decisions is in-

expensive yet quite effective. Capturing only the key design de-

cisions and reducing the number of alternatives for each design

decision is another way to spend less capturing effort and making

knowledge capture cost-effective. This remedy addresses barriers

B3 and B4. 
• R4. Embed the design rationale with current modeling approaches

and tools: The duality for having two different tools is not afford-

able for users who in many cases must duplicate effort. Theref ore,

new tools that are able to integrate all aspects of the design pro-

cess including the capturing of AK must be provided in one single

tool ( Capilla, 2009, Manteuffel et al., 2014 ). Barrier B2 is addressed

by this remedy. 

Whittom and Roy ( Whittom and Roy, 2009 ) describe a set of in-

trinsic and extrinsic factors as motivators for Knowledge Manage-

ment practices. We summarize in Table 2 those internal and external

factors that motivate and discourage the use of AKM activities of in-

terest for different stakeholders and the solutions that can be adopted

to mitigate the barriers. An internal factor refers to some activity or

influencing factor directly related to the adoption of an AK-centric

approach while external factors are not directly related to AKM activ-

ities but affect indirectly the design of a software system or software

project. 

4.3. Variations in software development contexts 

Traditionally, AKM research tools have been tested in academic

and some industrial settings that can be best characterized as a tradi-

tional development context. However, there are some variations ac-

cording to other software development practices that may influence
he capture and usage of this AK. From our perspective and observa-

ions in research and industry we have seen a diversity of the contexts

here AK can be used and managed differently. Among the different

evelopment strategies currently used we identify the following con-

exts: 

(a) AKM in Global Software Development and outsourcing

practices : Some of the tools discussed provide knowledge

sharing capabilities in the form as a Wiki (Eagle, ADkwik)

or collaborative features for multiple stakeholders (e.g., RAT,

ADDSS, PAKME) where users with different roles can discuss

around the decisions made and make groupware decisions

(e.g., SAW, RGT), e.g. for distributed architecture teams (please

refer to Table 1 for the capabilities of AKM research tools). 

(b) Decision-making using agile and lean development ap-

proaches : Compared to more traditional software develop-

ment approaches, agile decision making for agile projects can

contribute to making decisions faster. The adoption of lean

models aimed at storing a reduced amount of items for each

design decision as a way to decrease the capturing effort

( Falessi et al., 2013 ) can help to speed up some AKM activi-

ties according to the timeframe typically used by agile devel-

opment approaches like Scrum. Nevertheless, the effectiveness

of decision making in agile development is sometimes poorly

understood ( Drury et al., 2011 ), as decisions made in agile peri-

ods, often group decisions, are limited by the Scrum’s sprints.

Therefore some obstacles may arise during an agile develop-

ment approach such as: unwillingness to commit a decision,

conflicting priorities when multiple customers provide com-

peting requirements, lack of ownership of the decisions made

or lack of empowerment to make decisions. Although there is

plethora of software development methods ranging from plan-

driven to pure agile approaches, it is difficult to adapt the AKM

activities to each development approach equally. For instance,

a lightweight agile method like the Feature-driven Develop-

ment (FDD) approach has well defined milestones that bene-

fits the quality of the product, compared to Scrum, and hence

the quality of the decisions using design inspections . The vari-

ety of agile methods makes difficult to align equally all AKM

activities with agile software development, but the iterative,

incremental, and evolutionary nature of agile approaches, the

face to face conversations, and the continuous attention for a

good design, as relevant factors stated in the Agile Manifesto,
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influence the way and time in which the design decisions can

be and are made compared to the more traditional software

development approaches. Consequently, the variability ob-

served between agile and non-agile development approaches

during the decision-making phase introduces diversity in the

reasoning activity (e.g., periods where decisions are made, less

emphasis on strategic decisions, disagreement to plan deci-

sions upfront). 

(c) AK in Open source projects: Not all software projects fol-

low strict organizational rules or formal project management

strategies. Today, many successful software projects and in-

cubators adopt an open-source software (OSS) development

strategy. For instance, van der Ven and Bosch (2013) analyze

the role of design decisions stored in distributed OSS repos-

itories like GitHub and the different levels of realization of

decisions that can be used and stored (from high level deci-

sions to realization decisions like patterns). One visible conse-

quence of decisions stored in OSS repositories is that decisions

can be mined and reused across different projects. Another as-

pect refer to the legal aspects of decisions belonging to OSS

projects (Hamouda et al., 2010), where multiple stakeholders

with different roles can access open-source patterns versus

proprietary patterns developed under and for software com-

panies. Regarding the technology used, some tools like ADvISE

use open source software (e.g., an open source fuzzy library) to

support the AKM features. Sharing knowledge in OSS projects

is another capability highlighted by some authors ( Babar

et al., 2009 ) that contributes to the acquisition and dissemina-

tion of the key design decisions among the stakeholders. Other

experiences ( Stamelos and Kakarontzas, 2009 ) examine ways

where knowledge is shared in Free Libre Open Source Software

(FLOSS) and highlight the differences between OSS and non-

OSS communities, as FLOSS projects follow a pattern-centric

approach to manage and share the AK among developers in

different locations. Therefore, the organizational aspects of

OSS projects contribute to expand the discussion space where

the interaction between multiple stakeholders can complicate

the synchronization of the decisions and the identification

of the key decision makers. Finally, Zimmermann et al. (2012)

point out the role of AKM solutions for strategic outsourc-

ing in the context of IT services and how we can ease the

creation of architecture decision knowledge conducted on

two SOA projects. In their approach, the authors state that

the combination of reference architecture, a meta-model,

and twelve modeling practices and principles can help AKM

activities using a solution decision advisor (SDA) tool to

support knowledge engineering and provide guidance for

decision-makers. 

(d) Application-specific AK: There are few experiences report-

ing the use of AK in industrial settings, so it is difficult to

evaluate the real impacts of the use of AKM research tools or

how knowledge is captured and used in industry projects. The

role of AK in enterprise architecture frameworks like TOGAF is

t  

Table 3 

Existing and new categories and AK activities using the producer-consumer mod

Knowledge categories Activities on the producer side

General AK Apply, Distill, Share 

Context AK &Domain-specific AK (New) Integrate, Specify, Clarify (New

Reasoning AK Architect, Advice (New) 

Design AK Synthesize complete AK 

Synthesize incomplete AK usin

decision-making (New) 

Collaborative and OSS distributed AK (New) Groupware 

decision-making (New), dissem
widely recognized by several authors ( Proper, 2011 ), as the so-

lution architecture provides models of actual designs and the

underlying design decisions as well. Architectural knowledge

can be used strategically by entrepreneurial firms ( Baldwin,

2010 ) to change firm’s scope and boundaries when resources

are poor and when innovation is needed to solve problems

better and identify bottlenecks in existing systems. Other ex-

periences ( Feilkas et al., 2009 ) describe the possible loss of

the implicit knowledge during the evolution of three industrial

projects, and try to answer why the architecture decay or why

the documentations doesn’t reflect the intended architecture

hen developers do not understand the complete architecture

of the system and knowledge is hidden. In ( Borches and Bon-

nema, 2010 ), the authors present an approach for capturing

and share architectural knowledge to support decision making

during system evolution, and they applied the proposed model

the Philips MRI scanners product family. 

One consequence of these different software development con-

exts is the way AK is consumed and produced. In our previous work

 Tang et al., 2010 ), we described the scope of AK by describing the

eneral activities and stakeholders of AK in a producer-consumer

odel. Here, we describe how the development context affects these

ctivities and stakeholders. The original consumer-producer model

 Feilkas et al., 2009 ) has at the heart the concept of Reasoning Knowl-

dge , which includes design decisions, rationale, alternatives consid-

red, tradeoffs made and forces identified. Related to this knowledge

re General Knowledge, Context Knowledge, and Design knowledge ,

hich could be traced to the Reasoning Knowledge. General Knowl-

dge includes knowledge that is usable in any system design (e.g. ar-

hitectural styles, patterns, and tactics), whereas Context Knowledge

ontains the knowledge about the problem space, which is specific to

 system, e.g. architectural significant requirements and project con-

ext. Design Knowledge includes the knowledge about the design of

he system, e.g. architectural models or views. Together these four

ypes of knowledge make up the concept of Architectural Knowledge. 

A Consumer can Learn and Search/Retrieve this AK . In addition, a

onsumer can evaluate the Reasoning/Design Knowledge . A Producer

roduces Reasoning Knowledge by architecting and Design Knowledge

y synthesizing. The Producer can also distill and apply General Knowl-

dge while architecting/synthesizing and integrate Context Knowledge .

ast, but not least, the Producer can share the produced Architectural

nowledge. 

Table 3 describes some old and new AK categories and activi-

ies derived from the variations in software development contexts

nd from the capabilities exhibited by latest AKM tools. For instance,

egarding new knowledge categories, Context AK is extended by

omain-specific AK belonging to specialized knowledge frameworks

r knowledge coming from application domains. The collaborative

apabilities of some tools and the distributed nature of OSS AK are

idely recognized as a new way for knowledge sharing, and where

ecisions are disseminated across the development team. In such

ases, the evaluation is often done by design teams (group and dis-

ributed decision-making teams). In other cases, the knowledge is
el. 

 Activities on the consumer side 

Learn 

) Search, Retrieve 

Evaluate, Assess 

Evaluate complete AK 

g fuzzy reasoning and risk Evaluate incomplete AK (New) 

Groupware evaluation (New) 

inate (New) 
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Table 4 

Comparison of roles of AK activities in software development contexts. 

AK Activity GSD Agile Open Source 

Architecting Groupware decisions Reduce decision scope/ funneled 

decision making 

Benevolent dictator, voting, 

commit-sponsor 

Sharing Communication through 

tele-conferencing, instant messaging, 

e-mail, video conference 

Maximize communication bandwidth 

among team members. Stand-up 

meetings, fast iterations. 

Disseminate, e-mail lists, forums. Share 

by example. 

Learn Socialization, internationalization Agile socialization Open source internationalization 

Evaluation Groupware evaluation Evaluate decisions with a limited scope, 

not strategic ones 

Distributed evaluation 
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incomplete due to several reasons, and decision-makers need to syn-

thesize fuzzy decisions upon incomplete knowledge where risk plays

a central role. Advising and assessing on AK are new capabilities that

some tools provide to suggest new decisions based on previous de-

cisions made. As software architects become knowledge experts, ad-

vising and assessing novice architects, and even performing training

activities will be a part of the knowledge cycle. We observed that

the producer-consumer model is still valid for many of the forms and

organizations where knowledge is produced and consumed, but we

added new knowledge categories and activities necessary to reflect

recent developments in the field. 

Additionally, the development context affects the way in which

the aforementioned activities on these AK categories are performed,

defines the typical consumers and producers of it, and favors certain

AK knowledge types above others. Table 4 explains some of the dif-

ferences using AK in the aforementioned contexts. For instance, while

traditional development approaches relies on a chief architect who is

the responsible for making the key technical decisions, in GSD the

role is assumed by a group, often distributed, of decision makers, and

where knowledge sharing covers a bigger importance. In OSS projects

the responsibilities for making decisions are even much more dis-

seminated and it often happens that some decisions are never com-

mitted. Informal meetings or forums are typical ways to create and

share knowledge. Finally, agile approaches with stringent need to

make quick decisions for narrowed problems, and performing fast it-

erations is the main characteristic of this development approach. By

contrary, strategic decisions still need to be made in many cases out-

side agile sprints as they involve more people and need more time

to be decided. The table does not provide a complete list of AK ac-

tivities for each development context but gives an idea on how the

traditional AK processes differ from one context to another. 

5. Trends and development 

The literature discussed in the previous sections seems to suggest

that the optimal strategy to manage AK needs to include both codifi-

cation and personalization and not limit to only one of them. Cod-

ification alone may be too heavyweight and bureaucratic for most

organizations, while personalization is too elusive for others (thus

bearing the risk of knowledge vaporization). The exact mix of codifi-

cation and personalization is to be determined according to the con-

text (e.g. team size, organization culture, distribution). Once concrete

success story from the industry is the formation of Communities of

Practice, where personalization leads to efficient knowledge sharing:

groups of practitioners use a simple medium ( e.g. mailing list) to ask

others to share their AK . Another key learning from managing AK in

practice is that organizations need to realize that the amount of ex-

plicit AK is only the ‘tip of the iceberg’, compared to the amount of

tacit AK: most of the knowledge in an organization will never be doc-

umented. This realization is not easy for large organizations that aim

at safeguarding their corporate assets, but it is a perquisite for mak-

ing an explicit and informed decision about the extent to which they

aim at codifying knowledge. 
The meta-models and corresponding tools that have been pro-

osed so far cover a wide range of use cases, domains and organi-

ational contexts. The experience of the community so far indicates

hat a one-size-fits-all approach would not work: meta-models and

ools need to be organization-, domain-, or project-specific. However

ny such custom tool should be lightweight, otherwise it will never

e adopted by architects, and it should be descriptive instead of pre-

criptive (i.e. give advice to architects rather than make the decision

or them). There still needs to be substantial improvement in the us-

bility of the tools, their visualization features, as well as their ‘intelli-

ence’, i.e. their ability to (semi-) automate some of the use cases for

K management. Finally tools should interoperate with other tools

rom the different phases of the lifecycle in order to establish traces

e.g. between decision decisions and requirements or code). 

Another key learning of the community is that architects are not

ikely to document their decisions during the course of architecting.

ny documentation of AK is most likely to happen after the fact, as a

ost-hoc recording of what decisions were made and why. This can

ealistically happen during an architecture review ( van Heesch et al.,

014 ), where the AK documentation is a by-product, not an activity

here the AK document is the goal in itself. Another efficient way

f documenting AK is by focusing on the application of architecture

atterns, which constitute some of the most important design deci-

ions; by reusing the rich documentation of patterns, most of the in-

ormation related to Design Decisions can be inexpensively recorded.

inally there is enough evidence to suggest that a viewpoint-based

pproach to document decision is fruitful, as it aligns well ISO 42010

nd can support the reasoning process of architects during analysis,

ynthesis and evaluation ( van Heesch et al., 2013 ). 

.1. Sustainability and longevity of AK 

As stated at the beginning, knowledge vaporization is an impor-

ant problem for organizations where non-expert architects must

earn from more experienced people and from good and bad deci-

ions. Therefore, and in order to prevent a loss of the AK captured, it

s important for the organization to count with a significant body of

table knowledge where decisions can survive as much as possible. 

The lack of long-term thinking in systems and software aging are

roblems software engineers must face every day, and the sustain-

bility and longevity of the software are two sides that affect soft-

are quality ( Becker, 2014 ) in various forms. It is argued that tech-

ical and design sustainability must be defined and measured using

 composite of several quality attributes ( Venters et al., 2014 ) as a

ay to prevent architecture erosion and keep the relevant design de-

isions sustainable too. 

In this light, approaches like the one described by Zdun et al.

 Zdun et al., 2013 ) promote the sustainability of the AK in the long-

erm through the SMART (i.e., S trategic, M easurable and manageable,

 chievable and R ealistic, T imeles) approach for capturing the right

et of trace links that help to increase decision’s sustainability and

hose timeless decisions in favor of a reduction of the decision docu-

entation effort. 
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As systems must be maintained over time and bad decisions made

that may incur in the Design Debt problem ( Cunningham, 1992,

cConnell, 2008 ) during architecting and coding practices must be

inimized, it is key to apply sustainable criteria in order to achieve

he maximum stability of the system and architecture when decisions

hange. Such goals are important in terms of cost, maintenance effort,

nd changes in the development approach for each particular organi-

ation or architecting teams. Some recent work addresses the sus-

ainability in architecture and code and how it impacts in the design

ecisions as well. For instance, Koziolek et al. (2013) provide a taxon-

my of metrics to measure architecture sustainability. However, it is

ifficult to measure the sustainability of the design using one single

etric, as the decisions (e.g., a pattern or an anti-pattern) made can

e spread across different software artifacts. 

Because the stability of the architecture is crucial for the evolu-

ion of the system and the decisions as well, measuring how sustain-

ble the AK is during architectural changes can give us an estimation

f the maintenance and documentation effort needed when new re-

uirements trigger new decisions. 

.2. Education and training 

The research and academic community has been promoting the

se of AK through research and education. Practitioners generally

gree that AK is useful. However, their practice of AK is ad-hoc. From

he interviews, we learned that some architects recognized that there

re international standards (Q2) and yet they do not document AK

ystematically (Q1, Q3 and Q4). This shows that the knowledge and

ractice of managing AK has room to improve. In order to improve

he situation, we have to consider four concerns from the education

nd training perspective. 

First, an understanding of the costs and the benefits of manag-

ng AK is required by project managers and architects. The costs of

roducing AK are immediately recognized by project managers, es-

ecially when a project is under time and cost pressure. The benefits

f AK or the future costs of not having AK, however, are not easily

uantifiable. As such, it is easy for architects to postpone this cost to

he future. In order to sensibly manage and balance the costs and the

enefits of AKM, architects and other decision makers must under-

tand the balance between costs spent on capturing AK now and the

avings of future costs. 

Second, architects document what they think are important. There

s little guidance to help them select and structure the knowledge

o suit their needs. KM needs differ between organizations, software

eam structures, level of expertise required, and so on. These param-

ters influence the cost-benefit structure of AKM. It has been found

hat effectiveness of AK retrieval depends on the needs of the AK

sers ( de Graaf et al., 2014 ). The lack of guidance means that archi-

ects do not have sufficient information to judge how much AK is

eeded. In the meantime, each architect or architecture team would

o what they think is right, and AK capture is just guesswork of what

K would be used for. 

Third, commercial AKM tools are essential to aid architect. How-

ver, research findings have yet to impress commercial AKM tool

akers what facilities are required. This situation is also reflected

n our interviews. There are great variations of what tools are used

nd the manner in which the AK is captured. UML, Archimate and Vi-

io are some of the more popular drawing tools used by architects.

hey by no means provide comprehensive AK capture and retrieval

echanisms. As discussed earlier, architects do not often use them

r sometimes use them in an ad-doc fashion ( Malavolta et al., 2013 ).

dditionally, there is the issue of AK capture using file-based spec-

fications and wikis. It has been found that file-based specification

s not structured in a way that is effective for AK retrieval ( de Graaf

t al., 2012 ). Research tools are often immature and limited in their
unctions to be usable by practitioners. The existence of feature-rich

nd industry-standard tools is essential to managing AK. 

Fourth, educating architects on AKM, its needs and its benefits are

undamental to changing the current practice. Most of the literature

emains within the research community. AKM needs to enter into text

ooks and training courses to train students and architects. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, we carried out a retrospective review of the architec-

ure knowledge management for the past decade. We examined the

undamental ideas of architecture design as a set of design decisions

nd rationale. Many researchers came up with meta-models to rep-

esent the design decisions and explain the design artifacts, but new

odels have emerged to enhance the earlier ones. In this paper, we

nalyzed these models and their applications in AKM. We then evalu-

te AKM in practice and research from different angles: (a) What has

een done? (b) What do practitioners need? (c) What are the barriers

f AK implementation? (d) What is the future development? 

First, we analyzed the existing meta-models supporting the AKM

ools and we observed that most of the key concepts, despite of the

ariations in the terminology of each meta-model, comply with

he ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard, as it describes an agreement on

he minimal set of concepts needed for AKM in software architec-

ure. After that, models describing extensions and new capabilities

ely on this standard as the core model to provide new functionali-

ies for decision-makers, but all can be considered variations of the

tandard or just simply improvements to previous meta-models. 

Second, we analyzed AKM tools from the past decade, and list

heir evolution using 11 generic features to evaluate the tools. From

his analysis, we found that the capturing, sharing and document-

ng capabilities provided in the first generation of tools have been

xtended. In the second generation, the extensions include more ad-

anced sharing and personalization mechanisms, a focus on evolu-

ion aspects and some basic assessment features. The third genera-

ion provides better assessment and advising mechanisms and some

ore elaborated reasoning features sometimes based on incomplete

nowledge. The trend for a future and better AK management de-

ands support for more sophisticated reasoning and collaborative

echanisms, better support for evolution and runtime decisions, and

n answer to the claim for an integration with commercial modeling

ools. 

Third, we interviewed six practitioners to sample the AKM use.

espite of the amount of research and the large number of research

ools that had been built, we did not find systematic uptake of AKM.

ur interviewees told us that they captured AK depending on the

ontexts of the project, the tools they used are semi-formal and there

re no systematic AKM approaches. 

We also analyzed the barriers to AK practices. We found that the

ack of understanding of the values of AK is a main issue. Manage-

ent and practitioners do not appreciate what costs and benefits AK

as, and therefore cannot decide how many resources to allocate for

apturing AK. The lack of adequate for managing AKM is another main

ssue. Capturing AK is context dependent, the size of a project, the ex-

sting knowledge and familiarity of knowledge of existing personnel,

lobal software development, lean and agile methodology are factors

hat influence how AK is valued and applied. We are aware of some

xperiences using AK in systems architectures or in specific applica-

ion domains, but the lack of commercial tools supporting a wider

se of this AK often hamper a systematic use of AK by companies.

his is why we preferred to focus on the evolution, trends, barriers

nd advances on AK research in software architecture in general. 

From our analysis, technical sustainability is an important factor

o support evolvable AKM approaches, meta-models and architec-

ures as well as a way to capture stable decisions. The sustainability of

hese models must be measured over time and metrics are needed to
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estimate the changes in stable and volatile decisions. Another trend

reflects the importance to educate software architects in the use of

AK practice and the benefits gained documenting decisions. Addi-

tionally, business and project managers must perceive that AK train-

ing pays-off when decisions become a first-class entity that must be

captured alongside trace links to other software artifacts in order to

reduce maintenance effort s and increase the understandability of the

system. The analyses show that AKM is now mainstream and active

research field of major importance for modern software architecture

practice. The richness of functionality of the many meta-models and

tools provide support for AKM activities. They also support a wide

variety of software development contexts. However, we observed two

major barriers for a wider adoption of AKM practice. The first refers to

a non-existing integration with commercial modeling tools. Second,

we learned from the interviews that ad-hoc use, instead of systematic

practice, of AK in the industry stems from a lack of understanding of

how the values of AK can be harnessed. Having evaluated the progress

of AKM practices in the past decade, we are optimistic with the future

and we are hopeful that the results from some of these works will

flow to software companies to provide better and integrated support

for software designers. 
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